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Editor
BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making

Authors: Enrico Coiera Prof., Farah Magrabi Dr., Johanna I Westbrook Prof., Michael R Kidd Prof. and Richard O Day Prof.

Title: Protocol for the Quick Clinical study: a randomised controlled trial to assess the impact of an online evidence retrieval system on decision-making in general practice [ISRCTN03597773]

Journal: BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making

MS: 1491764364108785

Subject: formatting changes

Dear Sir or Madam,

Thank you for email confirming acceptance of our paper. Please find attached a new version of the manuscript, revised according to ALL requested changes and the BMC formatting requirements. We have included the appendices as additional files and listed them under the ‘Additional files’ section at the end of the manuscript.

We thank you again for the opportunity to publish in your journal.

Yours sincerely
Farah Magrabi